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Considered item No : 2 

Considered item No :3 

I. Discussed the proposed course structure for I and || Semester Engish nnd 

Communication Skills Labs courses of I B,Tech, and ratified the same. 

(Autonomous) 

It is resolved to ratify syllabus of IB.Tech (I &I| Sem) subjected to the following suggestions: 

Considered item No :4 

Departmcnt of Englsh 

1. The prescribed text books ot JNTU-K are to be followed in l and | Seniesters (I B.Tech) 
as stipulated. 

RESOLUTIONS 

2. It has been decided to supplennent the text book with two more items; "The Cop and the 
Anthem", by O.Henry in the I Semester and "What can we learn from the West?" rom 
A Better India A Better World by N.R.Narayana Murthy. 

isolated sentences. 

It is resolved to adopt the scheme of evaluation for Internal and External Examinations as per the 
resolutions of Academic council. The proposed model papers for internal and external 
examinations of both theory and laboratory courses are ratificd with the following suggestions 
from the Board: 

1. Question paper must reflect "Language Learnt' rather than the content of the lessons. 

2. Grammar, Vocabulary items must be set in the proper context. Discourage the use of 

a) Listening Components 

3. Question Paper must be single quote reachable. 

b) Pronunciation. 

4. Laboratory examination must include questions on: 



Couldered item No in 

Considered tem No G 
The seviaed lint of eeeme hnks nd he tents btk for lu I1 emester (1 Btuh) ars is 

nd appoved 

Considered item No7 
l'uwther nuppestions were given to develop the courss outmE5, The suLLstins art 

The loaning nennioDs must he extended to two perivls to innanpats pst tennnz 

tivitien in due couse, 

Laboratory sessions must allocate more listening activities cmnpared to other ativities, 
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